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[5 7] ABSTRACT 
A covering forv a collecting tub defining an annular 
channel around an aboveground storage tank intended 
to hold an in?ammable liquid having a predetermined 
combustion temperature comprises an annular roof 
consisting of a plastics material which tends to disinte 

- grate rapidly and substantially without formation of a 
flame at said combustion temperature. 

3 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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STORAGE TANK INSTALLATION 

This invention relates to a covering for annular col 
lecting tubs of high-capacity, aboveground storage 
tanks which hold in?ammable liquids, which covering - 
comprises an annular roof, which preferably terminates 
over a gutter carried by the outer wall of the collecting 
tub. > 

High-capacity, aboveground storage tanks. which 
serve to hold petroleum products or the like must be 
surrounded by a protective bank or better by a collect 
ing tub so that in case of a leakage of the tank or an 
over?ow of its contents an uncontrolled ?ow of the es 
caped liquid and a risk of a contamination of the under 
ground water can be prevented. The collecting tubs‘ are 
often made from steel and have such'a high capacity 
that they can hold a large part of or the entire contents 
of the tank. 

2 
inner edge portion extending between two continuous 
peripheral ?anges carried by the wall of the high 
capacity ‘storage tank and have ,a downturned outer 
edge portion having parts which bear on the bottom of 
the gutter. The annular roof can then be formed from 
prefabricated plates of plastics material which can eas 
ily be made and there is no need for a special design of 
the covering to conform to the annular con?guration of 
the gutter. Because parts of the downturned outer edge 
portion of the plates of plastics material bear on the 
bottom of the gutter, a special support for the covering 

7 is not required.’ When the plates of plastics material 
_ have been placed on the tub, openings are left between 

It has been known for a long time to surround such ‘ 
high-capacity tanks with earth banks or protective 
walls of concrete. Compared to these earth banks or 
concrete walls, collecting tubs of steel have the advan 
tage that any ?re will be restricted to a much smaller 
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area so that the ?re-?ghting equipment can be moved ' 
quickly to the source of the ?re and the fire can be sup 
pressed with relatively small amounts of ?re 
extinguishing foam. ‘ ' ' ' ' 

If such collecting troughs are open-topped, any pre 
cipitated water can freely enter the annular collecting 
channel between the outer wall of the tank and the 
outer wall of the collecting‘tub and can collect ,in that 
space. To avoid such collection of precipitated water, 
it is known to provide the collecting tubs with a sheet 
steel covering and with means to conduct the rainwater 
outwardly. In case of a ?re, however, such covering of 
sheet steel preventsa rapid supply of ?re-‘extinguishing 
foam to the burning surface so that it is very dif?cult 
to extinguish the ?re. v . 

' Hence. it isan object of the invention to eliminate 
these disadvantages and to provide a covering for col 
lecting tubs de?ning an annular channel around high 
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the supporting parts of the plates and enable an equal 
ization of pressure so that any air flow cannot produce 
suction. These openings ensure also that any leakage 
liquid draining over the roof will enter the interior of 
the collecting tub. ‘ 

To prevent a sagging or bending of relativelylarge 
plates of plastics material, radial stiffening ribs are pro 
vided on the plates of plastics material. 
An illustrative embodiment of the invention is shown 

byway of example on the accompanying drawings, in 
which I 

FIG. 1 is a fragmentary vertical sectional view show 
ing a portion of a high-capacity storage tank provided 
with a collecting tub and a covering according to the 
invention. ' 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged fragmentary top plan view 
showing a portion of the covering. 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line III 
—III in FIG. 2 and 
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capacity storage tanks, which covering prevents an in- I 
‘gress of rainwater into the collecting tub and enables a 
rapid and effective control of any ?re. , ' ' 

Using a covering of the kind de?ned. ?rst hereinbe 
fore, the invention accomplishes the above-mentioned 

' object essentially in that the roof consists of a plastics 
material which at the combustion temperature of the 
liquid stored in the tank melts repidly or burns whereas 
it is in?ammable with difficulty. Hence, the covering 
will be destroyed soon after the'outbreakof a ?re so 
that the surface of the burning liquid is freely accessible 
and ?re-extinguishing foam can be applied quickly and 
in a simple manner to the surface of the burning liquid. 
In accordance with the invention the roof consists of a 
plastics material which burns but is difficultly inflam 
mable so-that in case ofa ?re there will be no burning 
roof portions which by the wind created by the ?re are 
carried into the area around the ?re, which would thus 
be propagated. At the present time, the plastics mate 
rial industry is aware of certain admixtures which can 
be added to almost all plastics materials concerned so 
that they burn in a ?ame whereas the combustion 
ceases when there is no external source of ?re. ‘ ' 
A simple covering according to the. invention will’ 

comprise a roof consisting, of overlapping, preferably 
trapezoidal plates of plastics material. which havean 
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FIG. 4 is an enlarged sectional view taken on line 
IV-—lV of FIG. 2. ' 

A high-capacity, aboveground storage’ tank 1 for 
holding combustible liquid is placed in a collecting tub 
2 having a sheet steel bottom 2 and a sheet steel outer 
wall 3. The channel between the outer wall 4 of'the 
tank and the outer wall 3 of the collecting tub is cov 
ered by a roof 5, which terminates over a gutter 6 car 
ried by the outer wall 3 of‘the collecting tub. The gutter 
6 is provided with a plurality of U-shaped drainpipes 7 
regularly spaced around its periphery. The drainpipes 
7 have outlet openings which are disposed outside the 
outer wall 3 of the tub and below the over?ow rim of 
the inner wall of the gutter so a pool of water will al 
ways be left in the gutter 6 and the drainpipes 7 will be 
?lled with water. A sight glass may be inserted in the 
drainpipes 7. ‘Any water ?owing from the roof 5 will 
enter the gutter‘6 and will drain outwardly through the 
drainpipes 7.. Liquid which has ?own over from the 
tank‘ 1 or leakage liquid emerging from the high— 
capacity tanks 1 through any leaks disposed above the 

' roof 5 will also be conducted into the gutter 6 from the 
roof but as these liquids are in most cases lighter than 
water they will flow over the inner wall of the gutter 
into the collecting tub. . 
The roof 5 consists of overlapping trapezoidal plates 

8 of plastics material. The inner edge portions of these 
plates extend between peripheral ?anges 9 provided on 
the wall 4 of the high-capacity storage tank. Parts of the 
downturned outer edgeportions of the plates 8 bear on 
the vbottom of the gutter. Radial stiffening ribs 11 are 
provided to prevent a bending or sagging of the plates 
8 of plastics material. _ _ . 

When a ?re has broken out, the plates 8 of plastics 
‘ . material melt or burn without forming a ?ame, e.g., at 
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a temperature of 150° C. so that the covering is de 
stroyed and the surface of the burning liquid is exposed 
to receive the ?re-extinguishing foam. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a storage tank installation which comprises a 

collecting tub having an outer wall, a gutter carried by 
the outer tub wall, the gutter having a bottom, an 
above-ground storage tank for an in?ammable liquid 
having a predetermined combustion temperature, the 
tank having an outer wall and being placed into the tub, 
the outer tub wall and the outer tank wall being spaced 
from each other to de?ne an annular chamber around 
the tank for collecting therein any of the in?ammable 
liquid coming from the tank, and a covering for the an- . 
nular collecting chamber of the tub, the covering con 
sisting ofa rigid annular roof having an inner edge adja 
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4 
cent the outer tank wall and an outer edge disposed 
over the gutter: 

l. the roof consisting of overlapping plates of a plas— 
tics material disintegrating rapidly and without 
?ame formation at said combustion temperature, 

2. two vertically spaced apart, peripheral ?anges af 
fixed to the outer tank wall, and 

3. the roof plates having an inner edge extending be 
tween the ?anges and a downturned outer edge 
portion having parts bearing on the gutter bottom. 

2. An installation as set forth in claim 1, in which said 
plates are trapezoidal. 

3. An installation as set forth in claim 1, in which said 
plates are provided with radial stiffening ribs. 

* * * =l< * 


